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PROOFREAD FOR USAGE Some verbs
are formed in an unusual way. Be careful
when using verbs such as bring, come, put,
is, and take. Check a dictionary to find the
correct forms of these verbs. For example:

brough

o
ff

Make a capital.

Make a small letter.

Add something.

Take out something.

Add a period.

New paragraph

You should have all ingredients to room temperature.

Check Irregular Verbs Correct the five errors with irregular verbs
in these sentences. If a sentence is correct, write "Correct."

1. Here's how I maked those Halloween cookies.
2. It was so easy that I doed it all in a half hour.
3. First, I taked butter and mixed it with sugar,
4. Then I getted two cookie sheets and greased them.
5. Now here's how you complete the rest of the recipe,

PROOFREAD A RECIPE Find five misspelled words in the
recipe and write them correctly. These errors may be list words
or words you learned before. Fix three errors with verbs.
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Word List

different
abbreviation
parallel
recommend
accommodate
harass
accomplishment
Connecticut
embarrass
approximately

Personal Words

1.

cinnamon
graffiti
confetti
Halloween
interruption
mayonnaise
possession
successfully
necessary
commitment

2.
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WRITE A RECIPE Make a list of ingredients and tell how to
make a food you like. Use three list words.



MAKING CONNECTIONS
that fits each clue.

Write the word from the box

1. This is a math term relating to lines,
2. This adverb is used when you can't be exact.
3. This adverb means you've done something well.
4. This is one of the smaller states of the United States.
5. When things are not the same, they are this.
6. This is what your four-year-old sister would do to you if she

threw a temper tantrum in a store with you,
7. This is a form of vandalism,
8. This is the relationship of water to life as we know it.
9. This is what you hope a teacher will do for you so that you

can get a part-time job.
10. This happens just before November starts.

recommend
different
graffiti
successfully
embarrass

necessary
parallel
Halloween
Connecticut
approximately
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COSTUMES Costumes play a big part of Halloween in some
parts of the United States. In fact, people all over the world
throughout history have worn costumes to mark special occasions.

• Samurai warriors, warlords in feudal Japan, wore a warrior's
costume as a sign of rank.

• Hindus in India wear a white funeral costume, because Hindus
consider white a color of mourning.

• The celebratory costume worn by a Mexican girl at a quince
anasCken'se ct'nyos), honoring her fifteenth birthday, is often
very formal.

Look at the pictures and name the kind of costume being worn.
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